exploring
Get Three for One

Natural Bridges, Antonelli Pond,
and Neary Lagoon
Neil Wiley
One short drive to west Santa Cruz can
take you to three small parks that deliver
lots of nature in one easy trip.
The most well-known destination is
Natural Bridges State Beach. It is home
to the iconic arched rock just offshore that
forms a natural bridge. Hundreds of birds
perch on this rock, waiting turns to fly,
swoop, and dive. Some hang against the
wind, hovering like helicopters. It looks
as if they just do it for fun, but you can
enjoy watching their performances. Some
shorebirds and children prefer getting
their feet wet in the surf or walking in the
tidepools. Ducks, egrets, and many species
of land birds follow quieter, shaded streams
away from the ocean.
It’s not surprising that Natural Bridges
is listed by eBird.org as the number-one
hotspot in Santa Cruz County for the
number of bird species counted. Observers
have reported 452 species.
You can see other wildlife behind the
beach. A short walk into the Butterfly
Trees area, especially from October to
February, takes you to the home for
wintering Monarch butterflies. When one
of my grandsons saw an emerging butterfly,
he announced “Look. We are watching
butterflies being born.”
When the stream at the back of the beach
isn’t too deep, you can follow a trail through
a meadow and forest to Delaware Avenue.
On this trail, I got some close-up pictures of
a snowy egret, a deer, and a rabbit. (It isn’t a
safari in Kenya, but it’s still wildlife.)
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The official entrance to Natural Bridges
is at the west end of West Cliff Drive.
An entrance fee is charged during busy
weekends or tourist seasons. You can
also park along Delaware Avenue. (Take
Highway 17 to Highway 1/Mission Street
north. Turn left on Swift Street, and right
on Delaware.) Watch for a dirt trail to
Natural Bridges on the left, and a sign for
Antonelli Pond on the right.
Longer hikes are available, but the
entrances are difficult to find. If you walk
toward the ocean on Delaware Avenue,
you’ll see a gate on the left. It doesn’t look
accessible, but if it opens, you can take the
trail all the way to the Natural Bridges State
Beach. If you walk past the gate, you’ll see
the U.C., Santa Cruz trail. It is straight, not
very interesting, and a long walk to ocean
views.
Across Delaware Avenue is Antonelli
Pond. The 19-acre preserve includes a
6.4-acre fresh-water pond. The walk up
the left side of the pond has nice water
views, but the trail is only one-quarter mile
long. Worse yet, I didn’t see many birds.
I blame it on the fog and wind. I was also
disappointed that I couldn’t complete a
half-mile loop, because walking the railroad
trestle is not allowed. (I wouldn’t mind if I
could see trains running here, but the height
does impose some risk.) Nevertheless, eBird
still ranks Antonelli Pond second in Santa
Cruz County bird sightings. You may have
better luck.
I had better luck with a short drive to
Neary Lagoon. Although it was ranked
only ninth in Santa Cruz County for eBird
counts, this 44-acre wildlife refuge was
promising on my trip. It includes a 14acre freshwater marsh with a large peaceful
lagoon that you can cross on a floating
boardwalk. There are several entrances, but I
chose 110 California Street, at the corner of
Bay and California streets.
The first steps were not a beautiful
experience as I walked down a ramp by
a huge wastewater-treatment plant. It
wasn’t smelly, but it seemed very industrial.
Looking through spaces in the tall fence, I
could see huge tanks, pumps, and pipes. It
might be a good place to learn something,
but I wasn’t that interested in learning.
In a short distance, however, I reached a
trail passing through greenery. Soon, I was
walking near water and wildlife. Then I
reached my first high point, a small bridge.
Below the bridge were many mallard and
wood ducks. One especially beautiful
mallard male was posturing and preening
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a few feet away. He was a good subject.
As I shot picture after picture using a long
telephoto lens, it attracted a small audience
and sparked some conversations.
I made a complete loop on the boardwalk
with a few stops for photography or to
take comfort on a bench. Not a bad way to
spend the day.
I topped it off with a stop in Scotts Valley
for pizza. Man can’t live on art alone. It
takes food.
Cornell Lab of Ornithology’s eBird is
supported entirely by grants, sponsors, and
donations. If you wonder where and when to
find a specific bird species, visit ebird.org.
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